Lifting
Conversion
Rates
with Asym
The Science of Winning
User Attention

Add Asym to Engage
Distracted Website Visitors
Get these results with a 5 minute install

Revenue Per Visitor

Monthly Revenue

+ 9.3%

+ 13%

Revenue Per Transaction

Entering Checkout

Checkouts Via Blog

+ 12.1%

+ 14.5%

+ 21%

Here’s How Asym
Helps Businesses
Achieve Their Goals
3 SHORT CASE ST UDIES

eCommerce
Fine Sheepskin &
Leather Outerwear

The Problem

The Opportunity

Selling $5,000 coats online

A better digital experience

In Overland’s retail stores, a potential buyer
can run their fingers over the details
of the coat, feel the quality, and inspect
the craftsmanship.

Overland’s goal is to bring the web and
store sales experience closer. Improving
engagement in a way that educates users
on the benefits and feel of their products
will improve customer experience and have
a dramatic impact on revenue.

On their website, Overland is forced
to highlight the amazing qualities of their
products with imagery and text descriptions.

The Solution

The Results

Overland is a data-driven business and
their executives required proof that a new
technology is working.

Overland spent 5 minutes adding Asym
to their website. Their result was verified
by their executive team and a third-party
testing agency.

An A/B test of Asym was administered by
a third-party testing agency to the entire
website. Overland’s shopper’s were split
and 50% of the visitors experienced Asym’s
technology while the remaining users did not
experience any change.

+ 9.3%
Lift Revenue Per Visitor

+ 12.7%
Lift Revenue Per Transaction

Results were tracked using Visual Website
Optimizer, Google Analytics, and overlaying
test results with key business goals. Upon
test completion, a full statistical analysis was
completed to measure the impact.

Asym was fantastic.
Simple install, great results.

Gabriel Openshaw
V.P. of eCommerce

eCommerce
Business Clothing
Function + Fashion

The Problem

The Opportunity

Offering convincing descriptions
to rushed shoppers

More persuasion in less time

Argent’s fast mobile-first audience typically
spends less than 90 seconds on the site.
Sales at Argent depend on promoting key
product features and descriptions to web
visitors (mostly millennials) in this short time.

Argent needs the best possible way
to communicate the story next to the product
image so users who are on the site for
a brief time decide to purchase on the spot,
or remember enough to return and purchase
within a 24-hour period. They want to maximize
their users’ attention while they have it.

The Solution

The Results

Argent has a strong focus on optimizing cost
per revenue. They were looking for a costeffective way to lift the bottom-line.

Argent began making more money
as soon as Asym was installed

An A/B test of Asym was administered sitewide using third party testing software.
Argent’s shoppers were split with half of the
shoppers experiencing Asym’s technology
while the remaining half of shoppers did not
(control).
Results were tracked using Visual Website
Optimizer. Upon test completion, a full
statistical analysis was completed to measure
the impact.

With no initial expense and a low monthly fee,
Asym delivered exactly the ROI Argent was
looking for: more purchases.

+ 14.5%
Lift Entering Checkout

Asym makes content ‘more sticky’.
Keeping visitor attention just a little
longer makes a huge difference.

Sali Christeson
Co-Founder and CEO

eCommerce
Overbuilt Clothing
for Every Occasion

The Problem

The Opportunity

Revenue is directly linked
to evocative and vivid stories

Messaging that delivers more impact
from the message

This brand depends on strong, detailed
messaging and brand stories to justify
the premium prices charged.

For this retailer, profit came from the branding.
They want to invest in building more powerful
positive associations with their messaging
without diluting their brand by creating more
content. The challenge is how to make their
messaging stronger within a specific budget.

The company was looking to make their
stories more compelling both in their blog
and product descriptions.

The Solution

The Results

This story-driven company wanted more
checkouts straight from their blog without
the spend involved in content strategy
and content development.

Asym’s results exceeded this
retailer’s goals

They used third party A/B testing software
to measure results for both main site traffic
and blog traffic. They also ran a later series
of tests personalizing Asym’s settings
to maximize results for their specific audience.
Results were tracked concurrently using VWO
and compared Asym to non-Asym (control).
They then compared different variations
and a full statistical analysis was completed
to measure the impact.

Website ROI improved substantially, increasing
overall revenue, completed checkouts (shipped
orders), and checkouts driven by existing
blog content.

+ 13%

+ 7%

+ 21%

Lift
Monthly
Revenue

Lift
Completed
Checkouts

Lift
Checkouts
Via Blog Site

We’ve tried a lot of CRO solutions
and many don’t work, or if they do,
they don’t last. This does work. It
should be everywhere!

Rick Davies
eCommerce Site Operator

How Asym Delivers Results

Big results, simple installation

Results driven by science

Asym is a complex system built into an
easy-to-use software widget. We’ve made
optimization a turn-key experience.

Asym transforms your ordinary
sentences into powerful messages
by subtly adjusting the spacing of your
text. Some words belong together,
some words need a pause for emphasis.
It’s based on something called syntax,
but rather than explain syntactic cues,
listen to someone use them. They turn
a message into a masterpiece.

On Shopify, download our Asym For
Shopify app. That’s it.
For other stores, contact us to receive
2 lines of code. Insert them into your
website yourself or have us help you
insert the code. Asym starts working
the instant it is installed.

Note: We engineered the visual cues to be
almost invisible yet still deliver results.

Click the microphone to hear segments of
speech chunked by carefully placed pauses.

How to Install Asym
Apply Asym to Your Website:

Install the Code Snippet
Yourself:

We’ll help you install Asym and get results
like Overland, Argent, and Taylor Stitch.
Contact us

On Shopify?
Start Now with Our Shopify App:
1. Log in to Shopify
2. Go to the app store and search for ‘Asym’
3. Download the app

1. Go to our self setup page, MyAsym.com
2. Fill in the name, email, and password
fields & hit enter
3. Confirm your email address
4. Enter your domain name on the next
page & press “+”
5. Enter a label, click on “create API key,”
6. Enter the code onto your site using
the install notes
Asym will start optimizing within 5 minutes.

Asym will start optimizing within 5 minutes.

Asym drives attention
to your content

More attention leads
to increased checkouts

Interested in achieving
more checkouts?
Sign up now

